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A participant in a 2020 vaccine trial receives a shot.

MMU Nursing Faculty
and Students Recieve
COVID-19 Vaccine

Amidst Fear and Misinformation,
Nursing Department Shares
Experiences and Expertise

ning, but otherwise I felt fine.”
Sami Bohr, a sophomore
nursing student mentioned
lthough it’s unclear
that she had several side
when the general cameffects after receiving both
pus community can
doses of the vaccine.
get vaccinated, their work in
“The first dose of the vachealthcare put nursing faculty
cine was not terrible, I was
and students in the earliest
just nauseous, lightheaded,
tier. Thus
and had a
many nurslow-grade
ing students “I trust the science and the CDC,
fever,” said
and all the hard-working people
and staff
Bohr. “The
are on track
who were able to produce the
second dose
to finish
vaccine so quickly.”
I had more
receiving
Lydia Christofferson, symptoms
their second
that included
lecturer of nursing
dose of the
headaches,
COVID-19
body aches,
vaccine.
body chills,
Lydia Christoffersen, lectur- loss of appetite and fatigue.”
er of nursing, was not nervous
Bohr said her symptoms
about receiving the COVID-19
only lasted a couple of days.
vaccine.
She received her vaccinations
“I trust the science and the
from the nursing home that
CDC, and all the hard-working she works at in Cedar Rapids.
people who were able to pro“I think all MMU students
duce the vaccine so quickly,”
should consider getting vacChristoffersen said. “I know
cinated,” said senior nursing
that there could be side effects
student Marshall Muehlbauer.
that range from mild to severe, He is also president of the
but in my mind that is far
MMU and state student nursless a threat than contracting
ing associations. “Not only is
COVID-19 and spreading it.”
the science sound and valid,
The process of getting the
but it’s groundbreaking. It
vaccine is simple: you show
is special to be a part of this
up to your appointment, verify
important
your name,
discovery in
date of birth,
technology.
“At the bottom line, getting
and aller“At the
vaccinated is not about
gies, and the
bottom line,
vaccine is
yourself, it is about others.
getting vacinjected into
cinated is
To reduce the spread of
your arm.
not about
COVID-19, we should all do
Afterwards,
yourself, it is
you wait 15
our part for our neighbors,
about others.
minutes to
To reduce
family,
and
strangers
so
ensure you
the spread of
we can all live happy and
have no reacCOVID-19,
tion and you
healthy lives.”
we should all
are provided
Marshall Muehlbaur, do our part
with an inforsenior nursing major for our neighmation sheet
bors, family,
about the
and strangers
vaccine and get an appointso we can all live happy and
ment card with a time and
healthy lives.”
date established for the second
Christoffersen mentioned
dose.
that the vaccine is a must for
“I got my vaccines at the
all people. It is important to do
nursing home that I work at,”
our part as citizens to protect
said sophomore nursing stunot only ourselves but one
dent Megan Kitzmiller. “With
another.
the first dose, I didn’t have any
“If our country wants to
symptoms, other than a sore
get back to any semblance of
arm for a couple days. The
normalcy, people must be willsecond dose I also had a sore
ing to take the proper steps to
arm but that only lasted a day.
eradicate this virus,” she said.
I was also pretty tired that eve-

Mustangs Have the M o v e s

By Morgan Ingwersen
Staff Writer
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Heads up:
Virtual Business &
Leadership Conference
Mount Mercy University Business and
Leadership Graduate programs have a two-day
conference that will be held virtually Feb. 24
and 25.

MMU cheer team (left)
has their stunt group
hit a pose with their
flyers. MMU dance team
walks on to the dance
floor to perform their
first home dual at the
annual Mustang Classic.
The teams’ duals were
against Graceland and
Grand View. (Story,
Sports, page 5).

The Big

Chill

Students, Staff Cope as February Brings Arctic Air
By Jada Veasey
Senior Opinion Editor

E

ven though it seems like
every Iowa winter is
rough, this one has been
rougher than most. The whole
state has experienced recordbreaking snowfall in recent
weeks, and has been plagued by
chilly, sometimes below freezing
temperatures.
Here on the Hill, Mustangs
are coping with the cold weather
the best they can. Winter weather makes life a little bit tougher
for everyone in the Mount
Mercy community—students,
faculty, and staff alike.
The university declared a
snow day on Tuesday, Feb. 2,
and a 10 a.m. late start on Feb. 3.
Unlike most years where a snow
day truly is a snow day, the university opted to close campus on
Feb. 2 and require students to
attend their regularly scheduled
classes remotely.
For most classes, this was a
fairly simple transition, as many
offer online options because of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Some
Mustangs already have entirely

Vegas Night
The annual Vegas Night full of fun casino
games hosted by M2AP Board on Feb. 26, at 8
p.m. in the University Center.

Sustainability Survey
Feb. 1 through 28 there will be a virtual
survey about sustainability on Mount Mercy
University campus. There final thoughts in
the survey will be shared with the Office of

Jada Veasey/Times

Record-breaking snowfall and below-freezing temperatures are a
common occurance this year. Mustangs are working to adjust to new
“snow day” and snow removal policies.
remote class schedules, so the
snow day did not alter their
usual plans.
Junior secondary education
major Cassie Gillmore liked the
decision to move classes online
for the snow day rather than
cancel them all together.
“I think it is practical during
this time to continue to have

class over Zoom,” Gillmore said.
She did admit that “it takes the
fun away from a snow day,” and
then added, “but at least you
don’t have to make it up later.”
Of course, a snow day creates more than just academic

t

Students Slide

continued on page 2

Climate Action Simulation

Black History Month Virtual
Seminar: Getting Through
the Pandemic as a POC

Mount Mercy will be having a zoom
simulation Feb. 25 from 4-5 p.m. It will involve
how to decrease climate change and discuss
the possibilities with EN-Roads simulation.
Those who participate will be entered to win a
$25 gift card.

In honor of Black History Month, mount
Mercy is hosting a virtual seminar on how
people of color can get through a pandemic,
like COVID-19, while at a predominately white
institution. The seminar will combine with
Cornell and Coe College on Feb. 26 at 6 p.m.

Sustainability. Students who submit survey will
be entered to win 1 of 3 $50 gift cards to Target,
Hy-Vee or New Pioneer Coop.

NEWS
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Deceptively bright sunshine illuminates an arch
in the Grotto of Sorrows as an arctic airmass
chills Iowa.

Students Slide on Hill as
Facilities Staff Declares
Many Snow Policy Days
t

The Big Chill

continued from page 1

issues, it also creates a physical
one – the snow itself. The Mount
Mercy facilities team is responsible for making sure that snowfall
is properly handled on campus.
Dennis Gehring, director of facilities, is the mastermind behind
Mount Mercy’s snow operation.
According to Gehring, this
has been an odd winter in terms

of snow, and he says it has been
“worse than usual.”
“Typically, we have put the
snow policy into effect only
about twice in a given season,”
Gehring said. “So far, three
policies were put into effect in as
many weeks. Students have for
the most part been cooperating
quite well with moving their cars
around as required.”
Gehring is also satisfied with
the changes that have been made
to the campus snow removal
policy. Students now can move

Double
Header

their cars into the 27th Street lot
before the snow policy goes into
effect at 9 p.m., which means
they only have to move their cars
once instead of several times as
in years past.
“I believe that this new
change has been well received by
students, as they can stay inside
and warm and not worry about
going out in the cold at late
hours,” Gehring said.
Senior psychology major
Cassy Forsythe has no issues
with the new snow policy, but

she does sometimes wonder if
her car will make it up the steep
hill.
“The worst part of winter is
the hills!” Forsythe exclaimed.
“With ice and snow, it makes it
seem like I won’t make it up the
hill in order to park my vehicle.”
Forsythe lives on campus, so
moving her car is not always a
necessity.
But for commuters like senior
nursing major Jessica Hall, the
hills on campus can be especially
scary in the wintertime. “The

worst part is the hills,” Hall said,
“wondering if your car can make
it up the hills to the parking lots.
On the other side, wondering if
you will just slide down the hills
and into another car. It definitely
gets the heart pumping.”
Unfortunately for Mustangs,
it looks like the chilly weather
may persist for a while longer.
Gillmore has a positive reminder
for her peers about winter on
the Hill, though – “the best part
about winter is that we have tunnels that are nice and toasty!”
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Jack Dahm, baseball coach
at Mount Mercy University,
will also coach the Clinton,
Iowa,LumberKings.

Mount Mercy
Baseball Coach
To Also Coach
Clinton Team
at Creighton University as
well. In 1991, he helped coach
the Bluejays to a College
or Mount Mercy’s
World Series appearance and
head baseball coach
a third-place finish.
Jack Dahm, coaching
Dahm then became the
baseball is life. He lives and
head coach of the Bluejays
breathes the sport. Dahm has
in 1994. He stayed there for
been involved with the game
10 seasons and became the
of baseball most of his life.
all-time winningest coach
He’s coached 26 years at the
on May 17, 2003. In 2004, he
collegiate level.
became the head baseball
Dahm will be the new
coach of the Iowa Hawkeyes.
head coach of the Clinton
He stayed there for 10 seasons
LumberKings, who transuntil being hired by Mount
ferred to the Prospect League
Mercy in 2014.
for this summer. This was
Dahm is continuing as
after the Burlington Bees and
head coach of the Mustangs.
Clinton lost their affiliated
He will split his time with
baseball team after being in
both the LumberKings and
the Midwest League since
Mount Mercy throughout the
1956; the same
spring and sumleague the
“It’s a great opportunity mer.
Cedar Rapids
“I’m already
Kernels are
for the college players
busy right
still in. The
now,” Dahm
to get better. They call
Prospect
said. “Although,
it the Prospect League
League has
I got Paul
been around
because they are trying
Gavin’s approvfor more than
to show prospects for
al. The toughest
20 years and
Major League Baseball.” part for me will
it is a college
be trying to
wooden bat
Jack Dahm, MMU baseball coach recruit, travelonly league.
ing from Iowa
It’s where
City, and going
college players from all over
to practices daily. However,
the country DI, DII, DIII, and
I think this will overall be
NAIA play baseball in the
a positive for Mount Mercy
summertime together. The
baseball. It also opens the
Prospect League currently has door for future recruits.”
16 teams and two divisions,
Dahm says he is thrilled to
the Western and the Eastern.
be coaching in the Prospect
The league is in a lot of forLeague because of the fun
mer minor league stadiums or environment with the players
college stadiums.
and the team. He’s enthusiasDahm overall is excited for tic to help and develop young
his new position.
players and to help them
“It’s a great opportunity
get to the Major Leagues or
for the college players to get
another higher-level league in
better,” Dahm said. “They
baseball.
call it the Prospect League
“I am ready for all the
because they are trying to
challenges that come with
show prospects for Major
coaching and just excited
League Baseball.”
to be able to have this great
Dahm coached at Division
opportunity to coach baseball
I Creighton University as
over the summer,” Dahm
an assistant coach for three
said.
years. Before that, he played
four years of college baseball

By Mahlon Steepleton
Sports Editor
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Former President Donald Trump became the only president in U.S. history to be impeached twice, but once
again was not convicted, although the Senate voted 57-43 that he was guilty. Conviction in the Senate
requires a 2/3 vote. He speaks at a conservative conference in 2011.

Senate Does Not Convict Trump
After Jan. 6 Riot to Stop Vote Count
would not be allowed; the ‘jurors’ and ‘judge’ would
need to be uninvolved and impartial.”
Brydon went on to explain that despite his acquitntil now, no president in the history of the
tal, Trump could still face criminal charges. Double
United States of America has ever been
jeopardy (being tried for the same crime twice)
impeached twice. And now, Donald Trump
would not apply because impeachments are political
becomes the only president who was tried twice and
proceedings.
also acquitted twice by the Senate.
Richard Barrett, political science professor, recomOnly two presidents prior to Trump have faced
mended that anyone looking for more information
impeachment: Andrew
outside of news media should
Johnson and Bill Clinton.
consider using https://crsre“Another
unique
difference
in
this
case
None of the three impeached
ports.congress.gov, a nonparis the fact that the senators, acting as
presidents were ultimately
tisan site that provides reports
convicted and thus removed
jurors and judge, were also witnesses
aimed at making legislative
from office, however.
happenings easier to underand
victims
to
the
attack
on
the
U.S.
President Nixon faced the
stand.
strong possibility of impeach- Capitol. In a criminal trial, this conflict
Supporters of the impeachment, but resigned before the
of interest would not be allowed; the
ment accuse the former
House acted.
president of inciting domestic
‘jurors’ and ‘‘judge’ would need to be
MMU professors give some
terrorists to insurrection when
context to the impeachment of uninvolved and impartial.”
multiple investigations found
Trump.
Deb Brydon, associate professor of criminal justice no evidence to support his
Congress has drawn up its
claims of mass election fraud.
second set of articles against
Although Trump’s defense
Trump. However, they have
is denying his involvement in the ordeal that left
chosen to bring only one charge against him: incitmultiple people dead and many others injured, the
ing insurrection due to the Capitol riot on Jan. 6,
defense they put forth is that Trump is no longer in
wherein a large group of armed citizens entered
office, so Congress should not be allowed to impeach
the Capitol building unhindered and attempted to
him.
take Deb Brydon, associThe Constitution states
ate professor of criminal
in Article II, Section 4:
justice, also an attorney,
Timeline of Impeachment
“The President,
shed some light on how
Vice President and all
n Jan. 6: Congress meets to count ballots and
impeachment differs from
civil Officers of the
approve election results, usually a formality, but
a criminal trial if Trump
crowds of Trump supporters storm the Capitol
United States, shall be
were charged as a private
Lawmakers flee and five people die.
removed from Office
citizen instead.
n Jan. 13: Impeachment by the House
on Impeachment for,
“If Mr. Trump was
Jan. 25: Transmittal of Article of Impeachment to the
and Conviction of,
Senate
facing criminal charges,
Treason, Bribery, or
n Feb. 2 – 8: Pre-trial Briefs
the jury would need
other high Crimes and
n
Feb.
9:
Trial
begins
to unanimously find
Misdemeanors.”
n Feb. 13: Senate votes 57 to 43 to convict, falls
guilt beyond reasonable
It does not specifically
short, acquitting Trump a second time.
doubt,” Brydon said.
state that the person must
“Impeachments require a
still be in office when the
two-thirds vote of senatrial begins. Although
tors.
Trump left the White House prior to Jan. 20, the
“Another unique difference in this case is the fact
Articles of Impeachment were adopted on Jan. 13,
that the senators, acting as jurors and judge, were
before he vacated office.
also witnesses and victims to the attack on the U.S.
Capitol. In a criminal trial, this conflict of interest

By Viktorja K Heires
News Editor
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The ‘Kim Reaper?’
Iowa Not Getting Leadership
State Needs in Pandemic
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Iowa Gov. Kim Reynolds, shown in a campaign image
several years ago.

T

more broadly, Iowans were told that
in time for the Super Bowl.
he state of Iowa’s
Staff
education employees and people livReynolds also remains insisresponse to the ongoEditorial
ing in congregate settings would be
tent on public K-12 schools
ing COVID-19 panincluded. Now that the phase has a
committing to 100 percent indemic leaves a lot to be
The opinion
of Times
clearer definition, only PK-12 educaperson learning, putting edudesired. From mask mantion employees will be included in
cators and students at risk.
dates to vaccine rollout, Iowa editors
1B, excluding those working in highThe state government
is in rough shape. The state
er education. Additionally, college
has not been very transpargovernment is not doing
dorms do not qualify as congregate
ent regarding who will be eligible
enough to curb the effects of this
settings.
for COVID-19 vaccines or when
devastating virus.
Obviously, the exclusion of higher
they will be able to receive them.
Governor Kim Reynolds has
education employees and college stuPhase 1A of the vaccination strategy
earned the nicknames “COVID
dents living in dorms is a big deal for
is underway, and 1B should begin
Kim” and “The Kim Reaper” online.
the Mount Mercy community. The
in February. Phase 1C is currently
Though the names may seem cruel
administration
undefined on the
at first glance, the governor may
now has no clear
Iowa Department
deserve them.
way of knowing
of Public Health
Since the pandemic hit the U.S. in
Governor Kim Reynolds
when a vaccine
website, and
March 2020, Reynolds has opposed
has earned the nicknames
will be offered to
there is no note
any strict lockdown measures and
Mustangs, and
informing Iowans “COVID Kim” and “The Kim
has largely ignored public health
students have
about when the
advice regarding mask mandates.
Reaper” online. Though the
more questions
phase 1C inforIowa’s mask mandate was enacted
than answers.
mation will be
only back in November, but even
names may seem cruel at
Other college
updated and
then, the guidelines were loose and
campuses in the
defined.
not strictly enforced.
first glance, the governor
state are feeling
The two phasReynolds leads a party that has
the same sense of
es of vaccine roll- may deserve them.
also refused to require masks at
disappointment
out that redefine
the state Capitol where lawmakers
and confusion
1A and 1B are
meet, effectively making the curwith the vaccinanot exactly what
rent session of the Iowa legislature a
tion rollout.
potential super spreader event. While people were expecting. 1A essenIowa’s messy handling of the panReynolds does not set the rules at the tially targets healthcare workers, and
demic has forced counties, cities, and
months ago, the Iowa Department of
Capitol—lawmakers do—her party
smaller entities like companies and
controls both houses and is following Public Health led Iowans to believe
universities to grapple with the virus
that 1B would cover other facets
her lead in not mandating masks.
without a road map. This is a gross
More recently, Reynolds withdrew of essential work. Though 1B does
disservice to all Iowans. It is time for
cover some of the essential worker
many of the state’s weak existing
Governor Reynolds to take this virus
categories many expected, there are
rules. Gatherings became unreseriously.
two glaring issues.
stricted beginning on Feb. 7, and the
When phase 1B was defined
mask mandate was also altered, just

Pipeline Pause
Keystone Project Uses Eminent Domain
Against Indigenous Populations

T

he Keystone
Opinion
Pipeline has had a
controversial place
in our country for the last
six years, starting in 2015
when President Obama
denied a permit for the
pipeline. Since then, there
has been a lot of backand-forth between those
concerned about the environmental changes the
Viktorja K
pipeline would bring, los- Heires
ing valuable history and
News Editor
culture, and those who are
looking to profit from the
planet’s natural resources by any means
necessary.
My first issue with the pipeline is that,
in my opinion, our country is entirely too
dependent upon fossil fuels when there
are cleaner, renewable energy sources that
can be tapped.
The second problem I have with
Keystone XL isn’t unique to this situation, and that is the concept of “eminent
domain.” Using eminent domain has
allowed untold numbers of people to have
their land legally stolen from them.
It’s not uncommon for governments to
claim eminent domain when they want
to build a new bypass. If your land, your
farm, or your family’s ancestral home
happens to be where they want to build,

3

you may find yourself in a legal battle to
keep what is yours. And it’s rare for the
landowner to win.
Above all of this, however, is my much
bigger problem with this pipeline: it cuts
through the land that was given to a
number of Indigenous Peoples on both
the Canada and U.S. sides of the border.
Of course, it was already their land before
Europeans showed up and took over but
given our long history of making treaties
and breaking promises, we should respect
this treaty and leave their land alone.
Innumerable artifacts of their culture
have been destroyed, stolen, or lost due to
the pipeline’s construction. Not to mention that Indigenous women and girls
face a far higher rate of violent crimes
perpetrated against them than do other
populations. The work camps along the
pipeline have brought a further rise in
these crimes.
It has taken far more than it has given
back to the people to whom the land
belongs. So yes, I’m glad President Biden
has revoked their permit to build the
pipeline.
If I had my way, the companies
involved in the pipeline’s construction
would be forced to return ALL of the land
they seized under eminent domain to the
rightful owners and pay recompense to
those who were harmed as a result of the
disregard and greed.

President Biden isn’t Perfect,
but Hope is on the Horizon

W

e’re less than
Opinion
a month into
Joe Biden’s
presidency, but the 45th
Commander in Chief has
already made some pretty major moves. In his
first few days in office,
he signed several executive orders. Biden has
Jada Veasey
also set a lofty goal for
Senior Opinion
managing the COVID-19
Editor
pandemic – he hopes to
get 100 million doses of
the vaccine into American arms during
his first 100 days in office.
Biden and Vice President Kamala
Harris were inaugurated Jan. 20 with
much fanfare. Even in a pandemic, the
inauguration ceremony was a sight to
see.
Former Youth Poet Laureate Amanda
Gorman read an inspiring poem, while
Jennifer Lopez, Lady Gaga, and Garth
Brooks offered musical performances.
Several former presidents were also in
attendance, including Barack Obama
but notably excluding Donald Trump.
Biden’s inauguration was a day
of celebration for some Americans.
His presidency is a major win for
Democrats, and the inclusion of Kamala
Harris as his vice president is historic
in numerous ways. Harris is the first

woman to serve as vice president and
is also the first South Asian and African
American.
Though many are celebrating Biden’s
presidency, he has critics on both
sides of the political aisle. There are
Republicans who don’t like his policies,
and leftists who don’t think he takes
progressive enough stances on critical
issues. Even though Biden ran largely
on a message of unity, many Americans
are still polarized on whether to support
the new president.
Though I certainly don’t think Biden
is a perfect choice (I didn’t vote for him
in the primary), I think he will help
America start healing after four years
of intense division, including one year
made unimaginably worse by the pandemic. I think Biden will fumble and
may misstep, but I have much more
faith in his leadership abilities and commitment to his country than I did in his
predecessor.
As we wait to see how Biden’s presidency shapes up, I just want to remind
everyone that Rome was not built in a
day. Biden does not have a magic wand;
he cannot magically fix all of America’s
problems now that he’s in office.
We just have to hope he does what is
best for the country, and hope that other
federal politicians are willing to cooperate with Biden for the next four years.

I Won’t Lie, at First I was Worried–Now I’m Ready to Get Shot

L

ike many others, I
Opinion
was excited when I
learned COVID-19
vaccines have finally been
approved, but I was also
skeptical. How were they
able to produce an effective vaccines so quickly?
Should I trust them?
Shortly after the first
Sarah
vaccine became available,
Langholz
misleading stories of it
Staff Writer
being unsafe and even
lethal started to spread
quicker than the virus. I
became even more hesitant; what if the
vaccine makes me just as sick as the virus
would? Eventually, I concluded the vaccine was the quickest way we’d go back to

Eads said, “After
our normal lives.
I plan on making my vaccine
the first dose I expeAs more time
rienced extreme
passed, I became
appointment as soon as it
fatigue, headache,
more open to the
and arm pain.”
idea of getting the
becomes available to me and I
Regarding the secCOVID-19 vaccine.
advise you to do the same.
ond dose, Eads said
Stories of people
she experienced
dropping dead after
those same sympthe shot turned out
toms, as well as a low-grade fever with
to be a hoax and other crazy conspiracy
pain in her legs and shoulder.
theories surrounding the vaccine were
I’ll be honest, her response scared me
being debunked.
a bit, but she reassured me, saying, “I
I still needed a little more convincing,
believe the vaccine is safe because I have
so I talked to my friend Angelica Eads,
researched it and have heard my profeswho is a sophomore nursing student here
sors talk about their research into why
at Mount Mercy. I asked if she had gotten
they received it and why I should.”
the vaccine and she said she had received
Hearing this made me no longer worry
both doses.
about the mild side effects one might
I then asked if she had any symptoms.

experience. If you are questioning the
safety of the vaccine, I recommend you
talk to the nursing professors on campus;
they are all more than willing to answer
any questions you may have.
After learning more about the COVID19 vaccine, I’ve determined it to be no
different than getting a yearly flu shot. I
plan on making my vaccine appointment
as soon as it becomes available to me and
I advise you to do the same. The vaccine will not only protect you, but those
around you.
We all want our lives to go back to normal, and the quickest way is through the
vaccine.
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Pretty,
but Flawed

Pixar’s Soul Gorgeous,
Yet Leans Too Much on Stereotypes

T

but it depends on how you feel about
he movie “Soul” is,
Review
women’s voices being called annoying,
quite frankly, very
and Tina Fey did get paid to make the
pretty. It has a pretty
joke at the expense of her own voice, so it
soundtrack, and a pretty
could go either way.
message, and it’s pretty to
The film follows Joe, a jazz musician
look at.
voiced by Jamie Foxx, through a variety
But it falls into the old
of circumstances as he tries to navigate
Disney habit of having a
big, existential questions about purpose
leading character of color
Gwen
and meaning of life. These circumstances
inhabit an animal form
include working as a middle school band
for a significant portion of Johnson
teacher, being accidentally transported
the film. (See also: Brother Staff Writer
into the body of a cat, and introducing a
Bear, The Princess and
cuddly, marshmallow-shaped being that
the Frog.) It serves the
has chosen the voice of Tina Fey to the
story and furthers some character arcs,
joys of New York-style pizza.
but your mileage may vary. Some people
Preferences
find it offensive
related to accidental(because a movie
cat protagonists
can be marketed as It falls into the old Disney habit
aside, “Soul” is a
diverse while only
of having a leading character of
nice reminder that
minimally showing underreprecolor inhabit an animal form for a you don’t necessarily need a grand
sented people in it)
purpose in life, and
and others don’t.
significant portion of the film.
to enjoy the little
Personally, it
things. Even if not
wasn’t enough to
every story element or joke works for you,
take me out of the story, but it did hang
there is good in it.
around in the back of my mind for the
That plot line does provide both of our
remainder of the film.
main characters with opportunities to see
At one point, there is also a joke that
things from another perspective, but it is a
the other main character, a soul called 22,
plot line that consistently goes to characchooses to use the voice of a middle-aged
ters of color in Disney films.
white woman because other people find it
On that note, most of the speaking
annoying. Personally, this one didn’t land,

Disney-Pixar movie poster

characters are either also black, or are
metaphysical beings in a form comprehensible to humans. That could be positive or
negative, depending on your standards
for representation, but this movie isn’t
showing New York as being only inhabited by white people.
In summary, I have mixed feelings
about the pretty movie. It was pretty
good, but I’ve talked about the couple
things that kept sticking in my brain. I
haven’t yet mentioned my favorite of the
good things, and those are important, too.
The message was hopeful, and the look
of it was gorgeous— seriously, there were
so many scenes, especially ones meant to
emphasize the theme, that I could have
looked at forever, or at least used as a
desktop background.

Movie publicity photo

A 2020 thriller stars Wil Wheaton as a
mysterious figure in a VHS tape.

Beware
a Pal
in Tape
Lonely Single Man
Meets Mysterious
Video Figure
in Thriller

R

entitled “Rent-A-Pal,” hosted by a charismatic
ent-A-Pal, a new thriller
Review
man named Andy (played by Wil Wheaton,
released in late 2020,
who turns in a stunningly disturbing perforstars Brian Landis Folkin
mance).
as the middle-aged David
David watches the video in which Andy
Brower, a lonely single man
introduces himself as a lonely guy looking
living at home with his mother
for a friend. He leaves pauses in between his
who suffers from dementia. Ten
statements and questions, giving the viewer a
years prior, his father Frank
chance to respond as if they were having a real
committed suicide and David,
conversation.
as her only child, remains at
Viktorja K
Before long, David is conversing with the
home to care for her.
Heires
image on his screen nearly constantly, drinking
The movie, set in 1990,
News Editor
and sharing his most embarrassing life stories
opens with David seeking a
with Andy who reciprocates. The plot ramps
potential partner using a video
up when David finally does connect with Lisa
dating service called Video Rendezvous. He is
and the two begin dating. Andy is none too
continuously disappointed with the personal
happy that he might be put on the back burner
ads he views and isn’t getting any interest in
for a new girlfriend.
his own ad either.
Rent-A-Pal is more
At one point it
focused on character
looks like cupid’s The plot ramps up when David finally
dialogue than action
arrow may have
does connect with Lisa and the two
and becomes a slow
finally struck
begin dating. Andy is none too happy
descent into madwhen the datness as viewers start
ing service calls
that he might be put on the back burner to wonder if Andy is
and said that a
more than he seems
woman named
for a new girlfriend.
with his nearly tooLisa wanted to
perfect-timing and
match with him.
reactions, or if David
David hurries
is following in the footsteps of his parents and
down to the office only to discover that by the
losing touch with reality.
time he gets there, she has already matched
I give this movie four popcorn buckets out
with someone else instead. Disappointed,
of five.
David starts rummaging through the bargain
bin and comes up with a strange VHS tape

If you, like me, are not the type to be
swayed by star-type reviews, and just
want to have a sense of whether you
personally will like it or not, I think it’s
relevant to mention that “Soul” made me
laugh a grand total of 28 times. I counted.
I have the data.
In the end, I think that even if you
are bothered by the pattern of which
protagonists tend to spend the most time
as animals, this film is still worth watching. It makes you laugh and feel warm
and fuzzy, which I would venture to say
is something we could all use right now.
The ideal snack to go with this movie is
Peanut M&M’s. Because they did say to
appreciate the little things in life.
Overall, I give “Soul” 3.5 out of 5 stars.

During Pandemic, We Must
Accept Invitation to Rest

L

in my life when I had a lot on my
ooking around
Faith on
shoulders. I was carrying too much
campus the
the Hill
because I did not let God help.
past two
I did not live out this verse and
weeks, I noticed that
accept the invitation to rest. I went
a lot of the commuto the Adoration night at my parnity, myself included,
ish, but I kept getting distracted and
seems to be tired,
could not focus on prayer. Instead of
worn out. Why?
getting mad at myself for not paying
For me, I never
attention, I prayed about the disseem to stop going.
tractions. Afterwards, I experienced
Last semester, I
Vanessa
a physical, mental, emotional and
finished my finals,
Milliman
spiritual healing. I walked out of the
packed, and went
Columnist
church feeling as if there was a physhome. During break,
ical weight taken off my shoulders.
I helped my famThis leads into rest. “And I will
ily with Christmas preparation and
give you rest.” God invites us to
then visited with some close family
come to Him so that He can give
members.
us rest. He wants to help carry our
We were still cleaning up the
burdens. What if we accepted God’s
wrapping paper and sorting out the
invitation to rest before we were
presents when I got the news that
burnt out? When we have any burmy grandpa had passed away from
den, we should bring it to God right
Alzheimer’s. The next thing that I
away. We will always have a cross to
knew, I was helping with preparacarry, but we need to ask Christ for
tions and comforting my grandma.
help so we are able to carry it.
The day after, I moved back to
How can we do this? Here are the
campus and J-term started. J-term
four steps that I take:
was a whirlwind, and now spring
Step 1 – bring
semester is in full
your burdens to
swing. I started to How many of us experience
God. I suggest
wonder why I felt
writing them
so overwhelmed
stress and have burdens?
down in a jourat the beginning
Over break, I know that I
nal.
of the semester.
Step 2 – find
Reflecting on this, had a lot of burdens; I still
a quiet place
I realized I did
away from the
not set aside time do. God knows that we all
busyness of life.
to rest.
are carrying something
You can visit the
Matthew 11:28
Chapel, pray
says: “Come to
on our shoulders, and He
in your dorm
me, all you who
room, or go to
labor and are bur- understands.
Adoration on
dened, and I will
Tuesdays.
give you rest.”
Step 3 – talk to Jesus. Be real.
The first thing that Jesus does is
Share what you are feeling. He wants
invite. “Come to me.” Jesus wants
you to share. He invited you in the
you and me to accept His invitation.
first place.
He loves us with a perfect and infiStep 4 – Be open to God’s healing
nite love. Love is willing the good of
and rest. Know that even if you do
the other and giving them the freenot have an experience like mine,
dom to choose love in return. Jesus
God is still giving you His grace.
incorporates this in His invitation to
Come away knowing that it is in
us. He respects our free will as He
God’s hands and that He will help
sends us this invitation.
you to take care of whatever your
The next is the phrase “all you
burdens are. He will carry them with
who labor and are burdened.” How
you.
many of us experience stress and
I want to extend Jesus’ invitation
have burdens? Over break, I know
for all of you. “Come to me all you
that I had a lot of burdens; I still do.
who labor and are burdened, and I
God knows that we all are carrying
will give you rest.”
something on our shoulders, and
He understands. There was a time
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Mustang Runners
Get 11 First-Place
Finishes at Cornell

Andrew Lorig/Times

A Mount Mercy runner competes at
the Cornell College Dual Meet Feb. 6.

5

right now,” Schroeder said after claiming a
first-place finish in the 400 meters. “I gave it
everything I had. I was not about to lose.”
acking up first place finishes in 11
Hurdles coach Chris Hawkins made sure
events, the Mount Mercy University
to note this mindset and its rarity amongst
track and field teams relished their
teams of any caliber.
victories at the Cornell College Dual Meet
“The athletes’ attitudes surprised me
Invitational on Feb. 6.
today,” Hawkins said.
With first place
“While there was only
“I gave it everything I had. I was
finishes in the men
one other team, the athand women’s variants
not about to lose.”
letes’ ambition for comof the 60 meters, 400
-Jordan Schroeder petition and personal
meters, 800 meters,
bests didn’t fade at all.
60-meter hurdles, 4x400
That is a welcome surmeter relay, long jump,
prise for any coach!”
shot put, and weight throw, the Mustangs
For senior jumper Luke Nickelson, this
achieved 19 total first place finishes with
competitive ambition brought home two
the men also earning wins in 200 meters
first place finishes at Cornell—a welcome
and high jump and the women securing a
change from the atmosphere of the previous
win in the 3000 meters.
meet at the Graceland University Indoor
Between races, freshman mid-distance
Series.
runner Jordan Schroeder made sure to
“It’s nice to have some friendly competiemphasize his views on the competition.
tion,” said Nickelson.
“I’m not really thinking about conference
Nickelson secured firsts in both long

By Andrew Lorig
Staff Writer

R

jump and high jump at Cornell. However,
for some Mustangs, early season injuries
shut the door on indoor competition. When
athletes have a short season to compete, any
potential injury can close out an athlete’s
competitive year even before the first game
or meet.
Eager to get back on the track. One freshman, Drake Powell, has been itching to
return to running after suffering from an
injury at the Chelsea Henkenius Open at
Wartburg on Jan. 15.
Yet, Powell’s desire to compete stands as
a testament to the mental toughness of the
Mustangs.
“As a freshman, I got to put my work
in,” Powell said during his rehabilitative
warmups. “We’re not the type of team to
leave unfinished business.”

Mahlon Steepleton/Times

Mount Mercy dance team (left) strikes a pose for the
beginning of their jazz dance. Their dance consisted of
jazz, hip hop, and pom genres.
The cheer team (below) strikes a pose for their end
formation.
Mount Mercy cheer team (below) successfully hits a lift,
with flyer, Elizabeth Lang, on top. Both teams competed
at their annual Mustang Classic on Feb. 6 in Hennessey
Rec. Center. Both teams finished second.

Mustangs
Earn National
Ranking
Dancers, Cheer Host Annual Classic
By Mahlon Steepleton
Sports Editor

T

he Mount Mercy
dance and cheer
teams hosted the
annual Mustang Classic at
the Hennessey Recreation
Center, a dual meet for
Mount Mercy competing
against Graceland and
Grandview. The competition kicked off with MMU
dance vs. Graceland.
The Mustangs took
down Graceland with a
12.2-point score difference.
Next in the duals was
Graceland vs. Grandview.
This led to another defeat
for Graceland. Mount
Mercy’s dance team’s biggest rival Grandview won
their dual 76.2-78.2 vs. the
Mustangs.
Overall, the dance
competition ended with
Graceland in third place
with a score of 64 and
65.35 points. Followed by a
second-place finish for the
Mustangs with 76.5 and
76.8 and GVU winning the
competition with a score of
77.25 and 78.8.
The score the dance
team achieved ranked the
Mustangs fifth nationally,

and only 1.5 points behind
the number four ranked
Grandview. The Mustangs
being ranked number five
in the nation is a big deal
for the dance program.
“This year, rankings are
now more important than
ever,” Veronica Jons, senior
dancer, said. “Instead of
the top 12 going to nationals, NAIA is only taking
the top eight teams. It is
great motivation for us to
be the best team we can
possibly be.”
The Mustangs cheer
team was up next.
Following the senior recognition of seniors Piper
Kesselring, Veronica
Jons, and Sarah Mcguire,
Graceland fell to Mount
Mercy in their dual
event. Graceland versus
Grandview was an upset,
with Graceland winning
against Grandview.
In the last dual of the
night, Mount Mercy lost to
Grandview by three total
points. The final scores of
the night were Graceland
with totals of 57.65 and
65.35, Mount Mercy
with 59.85 and 60.4, and
Grandview finishing the
night with 59.85 and 63.4.

Sports in Short
Men’s Basketball Wins 2
Senior Mount Mercy men’s basketball
Dennis McKinney had a 43-point performance, on Jan. 28, at the Hennessey Rec
Center. The school record is 45-points
per game. The Mustangs rolled with a
22-point win 95-73, against the Grand
View Vikings. Catch the photos on the
Mount Mercy Times Website.
Men’s basketball travelled to Peru,
Nebraska Feb. 9, to defeat Peru State
83-58. The three seniors RoyShawn
Webb, Dennis McKinney, and Bailey
Basala scored a combine total of 65
points. Basala hit his 1,000 point mark
for his Mount Mercy career. He is the
23rd player to ever reach that total of

points at Mount Mercy University. At
this time, McKinney reached the Heart
of America Player of the Week for the
third straight week.

Women’s Basketball
Wins by 26
After being neck and neck until halftime with the Park University Pirates,
the Mount Mercy women’s basketball
team dismantled Park with a big second
half performance. The Mustangs won
by 26 points with a 76-50 final at the
Hennessey Rec Center on Feb. 6.

Bowling Finishes First
The Mount Mercy women’s bowling team placed first out of five teams,
on day one of their bowling competition in the Cedar Valley Invitational in

Mahlon Steepleton/Times

Junior Camryn Foote is placed in
a lift by junior Grace Herring and
sophomore Montanna Andrews
(above) for the top of their pom
routine.
Senior Veronica Jons and junior
Grace Herring (left) pose for the end
of their dance routine.

Waterloo, Iowa. The men’s team also
placed first out of eight teams in the
invitational.

Volleyball Starts with Win
The Mount Mercy men’s volleyball
team opened up their 2021 season with a
win on Feb. 10, at Hennessy Rec Center.
The Mustangs survived in 5 sets against
the William Penn Statesmen in a Heart
of America Conference matchup. The
Mustangs closed out the fifth set with a
15-9 final tally.
The Mount Mercy men’s volleyball
team picked up three wins in a row,
in the Judson Tournament, in Elgin,
Illinois. The tournament lasted two days
from Feb. 12. to Feb. 13. The Mustangs
improved their undefeated record to 5-0,
(1-0 Heart).

Grad Student Ertz is
Track and Field Player
of the Week for 4 Weeks
The men and women’s track and field
teams scored 5 new top 16 in the nation
marks. Graduate student, Andrea Ertz
ranked 3 in the 1K, sophomore Lexie
Johnson placed 16 for long jump, freshman Breanna Nail in shot put as 7, and
the distance medley relay ranked 10. On
the men’s side, senior Luke Nickelson
placed 11 for triple jump.
Graduate student Andrea Ertz was
named Heart of America Player of the
Week for the fourth week in a row.
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Coach

Comes Back

Ryan Scheckel Says
Working With Students
Drew Him to MMU Return
coaching.
Over his 15-and-a-half seasons at Mount Mercy, Scheckel
e’s back: Ryan Scheckel
held many titles and roles. He
’01, has returned to the
started part-time as the head
Hill where it all started
cross-country and track and field
for him as an athlete and as a
coach. He then became full-time
coach. Scheckel led the Mustangs as the director of safety and secutrack and field and cross-country
rity and the head cross-country
programs from 2001-2016.
and track and field coach.
Before that,
“As the team
Scheckel was an
grew, my responathlete here at
sibilities fell to
Mount Mercy. He
NAPSHOT
strictly coaching,”
played basketball
Scheckel said.
Meet the people
and ran cross-counon The Hill
He has had a lot
try for two seasons,
of success at MMURyan Scheckel
along with compet-he is one of, if not
ing in track and
the most, accomfield for all four
plished coaches
years. Scheckel returned on Feb.
in school history. He helped
8 to be the head track and field
bring the 2018 and now 2021
coach and assistant cross-country NAIA Cross-Country National
coach.
Championships to Cedar Rapids.
Scheckel says he is excited
After taking the job in 2001,
about the opportunity for coachhe was a four-time Midwest
ing again.
Collegiate Conference Men’s
“I want to build relationships
Cross-Country Coach of the Year
with the student athletes and
and won it five times for the
challenge them to get better,”
women’s cross-country program.
said Scheckel. “I also want to
He also was a six-time MCC
recruit and continue the success
Women’s Track and Field Coach
and growth that has already been of the Year. Coach Scheckel was
started in the 2020-2021 calendar
inducted to the Mount Mercy
year.”
Athletic Hall of Fame in 2017.
Scheckel takes over for Derek
He has coached 20 NAIA track
Stephens.
and field all-Americans and a
Stephens had been a member
two-time track and field national
of the Mount Mercy coaching
champion. He’s also coached
staff since 2009. He has been the
with 21 NAIA cross-country
head coach of track and field and individual national qualifiers,
the assistant cross-country coach
and 48 track and field national
the past two seasons. Stephens
qualifiers.
left the Mustangs on Jan. 22, to
A big reason Scheckel came
pursue an opportunity outside of back is how much enjoyment

By Mahlon Steepleton
Sports Editor

H
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Ryan Scheckel graduated from Mount Mercy in 2001, and led the track and field and cross country teams
as head coach from 2001-2016. He’s back again at Mount Mercy, again in the head coach role for track
and field and as assistant coach of and cross country.

“The student-athletes, the excitement, relationships and
challenges are what I like the most about coaching running.
The impact that I was able to have on college athletes and the
impact they made on me, is a big reason on why I’m back here at
Mount Mercy University.”
Ryan Scheckel,
returning track coach
the student-athletes and coaches
bring him.
“The student-athletes, the
excitement, relationships and
challenges are what I like the
most about coaching running,”
Scheckel explained. “The impact
that I was able to have on college athletes and the impact they
made on me is a big reason on
why I’m back here at Mount
Mercy University.”

Heard on the Hill
What people are saying on topics of interest
By Josh Harmon
Senior Multimedia Editor

Alma Apolonio Bernal,
senior, social work major.
“Overall, I hope he creates equity
throughout society.”

Nick Jordan,
junior, criminal justice major.

With Joe Biden inaugurated as the 46th President of the
United States on Jan. 20, the Times asked: What are
some things you hope to see President Joe Biden do
during his presidency?

Luis Lugo,
freshman, business management
and finance major.
“Give more support to students by
giving grants and scholarships.”

Tiara Muñoz,
sophomore, criminal justice and
psychology major.

“Raise the minimum wage.”
“Create coherence within the United
States.”

Lexie Johnson,
sophomore, psychology major.
“Support Black Lives Matter and
promote change.”

June Daing,
sophomore, graphic design major.
“I’d like to see him advance LGBTQ+
equality and see how he will further
deal with COVID.”

The track and field coaches
say thery are enthusiastic about
Scheckel returning to Mount
Mercy.
“When I heard the news
about Coach Scheckel returning
to MMU, I could not have been
happier,” assistant coach Ashli
O’Shea said. “He was a coach
when I was an athlete and just
like Coach Stephens, he helped
lead me to become a better ath-

lete. I cannot wait to see what all
the great things he will continue
to bring to the program. The
track team is definitely in good
hands.”
Head Cross-Country and
Assistant Track Coach Tad Hulst
knows Scheckel returning to the
program is very special.
“I am very excited to work
with Coach Scheckel,” Hulst
said. “He started the direction of
the family culture overall here at
Mount Mercy.”
Hulst added: “Scheckel and I
will be great partners in continuing to build the legacy of the
cross-country and track and field
teams here at MMU.”

Ed Professor Pens Op/Ed
About Iowa Tuition Bill
By Emily Winchester
Staff Writer

A

bill being pushed is a
“wolf in sheep’s clothing,” states Jennie
Schmidt, assistant professor of
education, in recent guest columns she wrote for the Cedar
Rapids Gazette and the West
Branch Times.
She wrote that, under the bill,
tax money meant specifically for
public schools would be used
to send children to private and
charter schools. The guest op/
ed was published in The Gazette
Jan. 31.
“If students in one district opt
for one of these options, their
Contributed image/MMU
home district is an immediate
Jennie Schmidt, assistant
loser,” Schmidt said in the article.
professor of education.
She says that this bill is being
played off as giving families a
or even kids have grown up in
“choice” to their children, but
poorer conditions. So, is this
in reality, it is jeopardizing the
“choice” even worth it in the
future of the public school sysend?
tem.
Schmidt said that she had
Schmidt is also concerned
positive feedback
about the
from people on
separation of
At the Source
her article in the
church and
Gazette, which
We have provided a link
state. She says
is encouraging.
below for interested readthat the budget
She noted that
ers that would like to see
money that is
when she wrote a
Schmidt’s original op/ed,
being used to
similar article for
referenced in this article.
send students
the West Branch
Here is the link you can
to the schools
Times, she even
use to read a guest column,
are sometimes
appealed to her
which was published in the
religious.
legislator regardGazette Jan. 31:
Another
ing the bill, which
https://www.thegazette.
point Schmidt
she did not do in
com/subject/opinion/guestmade is that
the Cedar Rapids
columnist/iowas-schoolthese types
Gazette article.
choice-bill-is-a-wolf-inof schools
As far as she
sheeps-clothing-20210205
generally do
knows though,
not perform
she has not heard
better than the
back from her
public schools.
legislator. In the meantime, the
Sometimes, they actually perarticle states that “public schools,
form worse compared to public
unions, and the Iowa Mental
schools. A third issue with this
Health Planning Council, and
bill is that these charter and
the United Way” are fighting this
private schools can deny the
bill.
applications of physically and
behaviorally challenged children

